
Le Poussin Rose Languedoc 2021

Region
The Languedoc is a vast region stretching across much of the south and
Mediterranean with large volume of IGP wine within the distinct areas of l`Aude,
Gard and Hérault and also well known appellations such as Minervois,
Corbières, Pic Saint Loup and Fitou. It’s history dates back to the Greeks and
Romans as well as monastaries in the Middle Ages. The Languedoc
experiences Mediterranean climate with high levels of sunshine and warmth with
low rainfall which are all favourable for grape growing. A wide range of grape
varieties are grown including Syrah, Grenache and Carignan and the local
variety piquepoul making a range of styles of red, white and rosé wines.

Producer
Sacha Lichine is a man of pedigree. His father, of Russian descent, and
American mother, had built their wealth and reputation with a Bordeaux business
which included Chateaux Prieurie Lichine and Lascombes in Margaux. Sacha
Lichine has continued with the family tradition for innovation, by drawing on his
wide experience of winemaking and his keen understanding of consumer needs
a range of contemporary Mediterranean wines with the ‘chicken’ labels, whose
fruit forward style makes them immediately enjoyable. They are southern French
with a distinct New World accent.

Tasting Notes
Made by renowned winemaker Sacha Lichine, Le Poussin is a delicate, pale
pink rosé from the sandy vineyards on the Mediterranean coast where the
Languedoc meets Provence. The nose has floral, rose petal scents with a hint of
strawberry followed by a dry, well balanced palate of supple summer fruits.

Food
Serve with tuna salads, grilled red mullet or sardines, Mediterranean fish soup,
cold meats and oriental spiced dishes.
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Technical Information

Country France

Region Languedoc

Grape(s) Cinsault (70%)
Syrah (30%)

Type Rose

Style Fruity

Oaked Style Unoaked

Body Style Medium bodied

Sustainable No

Dry/Sweet Style Dry

Alcohol Content 12%

Closure Style Screw Cap

Organic/Biodynamic No

Allergens
Milk: No

Egg: No

Vegetarian/Vegan
Vegetarian: Yes

Vegan: Yes


